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Black Comedy in Jonathan Franzen’s The Twenty Seventh City 

 

Abstract 

  Jonathan Franzen is a contemporary American novelist who is famous for his satiric 

work towards the American society and culture. The novel has received many positive 

acknowledgements from the critics and negative reception among the readers because the 

novel ends with the suicide of the protagonist. This novel The Twenty Seventh City focus on 

the protagonist, Jammu’s craving towards the American life style which becomes the threat 

for the Americans. This article is entitled as “Black Comedy in Jonathan Franzen’s The 

Twenty Seventh City” and it obtains disburse towards the greediness, violence and death 

created and faced by the characters in the novel. 
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   Black Comedy in Jonathan Franzen’s The Twenty Seventh City 

The most prominent American writer Jonathan Earl Franzen is quite known for his satirical 

writing about American Society. His satirical distinction made him to attain National Book 

Award. As a novelist and essayist Franzen explored his experience, view about contemporary 

America with a high satire. The critic Laura Shapiro has comments the novel as “‘brilliance’ 

and Franzen’s ‘prodigious gifts’” and she has criticized as "a huge and masterly drama of St. 

Louis under siege, gripping and surreal and overwhelmingly convincing".  

Franzen’s novels are multilayered with unforeseen twists and incidents which make 

the readers to travel with the story. St. Jude is the fictional town which was coined by 

Franzen located in Midwestern United States. Likewise this novel was plotted in St. Louis 

which is considered as the Independent city in Missouri. The Twenty Seventh City is the debut 

novel of Jonathan Franzen and it was published in the year 1988. The novel is based in the 

Political conspiracy and partly satirical thriller to facilitate the readers to know about the 

American Dream of the protagonist Jammu which was unfulfilled till the end of the story.  

Black Comedy is also known as Black humor which is a form of wit that regards 

human agony as bizarre and judge human existence as pointless and ironic.  It is a technique 

which is usually measures the problem not in an ordinary manner especially which are sober 

and hurtful to argue.  Black Comedy includes death, violence, chauvinism and disease as its 

themes. It is an innermost concern in the literary works of both Joseph Heller and Gamal 

Abdel Maksood. Both writers attempted to present their texts as typical stinging criticism to 

the ideology they satirize. The divergences and the unsatisfactory political situations in the 

society is the base for the progress of Black comedy in both Arabic and English Literature as 

well as in Egyptian culture and American society.  
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Franzen illustrates the protagonist Jammu as an Independent, brave and self-

motivated woman who is born in Los Angeles and settled in America. Being a graduate from 

the university in Srinager in Kashmir and at the age of 26 she has entered in Indian Police 

Service and continues as the Commissioner of Bombay, the metropolitan region of India. She 

has successfully completed the mission Project Poori at the very young age. Though she has 

blessed with everything she lacks humanity and wanted to become the superior power. She 

uses her administrative power in a wrong way. Franzen describes her appearance as, “her 

head was older. As she leaned over the newspaper, the lamplight picked out white strands in 

the silky blackhair above her left ear” (8).  According to Franzen Jammu resembles the 

former President of India, Mrs. Indira Gandhi with asymmetric graying, large forehead, 

narrow nose, wide lips which seems blood starved shows her as such a dominant character. 

Project Poori is nothing but an anti corruption mission Mumbai in India. Before this India 

seems to be the ‘Gertrude’s Denmark’ and Jammu took Charge in the Mumbai City with the 

concurrence of Mrs. Indira Gandhi from which  around 1500 lawbreakers are attested and 30 

million money is impounded from being illegal cash.  

When everything is going right Jammu’s mind goes in a wrong way. Though Jammu 

was brought up by her mother Maman, she always has the craze towards the American 

Lifestyle. Because of her father’s death in 1947, Jammu ought to complete her studies in 

India. However she always has the passion for the American Lifestyle. When she comes to 

know that she has the American nationality her suppressed passion once again provokes. But 

this time nobody was there to control Jammu as she holds one of the higher officials’ cadres 

in India. Mrs. Indira Gandhi is shown to be the distant relative of Jammu, “Maman and Indira 

were blood relations, Kashmiri Brahmanas, sharing a great-grandfather on the Nehru Side.” 

And with her influence Jammu becomes the police chief in St.Louis. 
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 Jammu migrates to St.Louis where she becomes ambitious and a grand scale thriller. 

She totally changes her appearance wearing Colonel Chief Badge and a revolver around her 

hip.    Her frank and the gusty style of Law Enforcement earned her the reputation among the 

people in Mississippi. As she has experience in India, she got selected in the Interview with 

in one week and she was considered as the youngest and first woman chief in St.Louis 

history. After this Jammu starts her political conspiracy in St.Louis and everything was pre-

planned.  She wishes to rule the whole country. She arranges the nuptial for the Indian 

Princess Asha with Sidney Hammaker, the president of Hammaker Brewing Company, the 

flagship industry of St.Louis. 

The Bride was rumoured to be fabulously wealthy. Newspaper accounts of the 

wedding confirmed reports that she owned a diamond pendant insured for $11 

million, and that she had brought a retinue of eighteen servants to staff the 

Hammaker estate in Suburban Ladue. A fireworks display at the wedding 

reception rained cinders on lawns up to a mile away. (5) 

This was the first move of Jammu to start the Indian colony in St.Louis because 

Sidney Hammaker’s family is one of the richest families in St.Louis that the flag of St.Louis 

is manufactured in their spinning mills which means their family has the dignity to prepare it. 

At the outset it seems like Jammu is creating a mutual understanding between India and 

St.Louis but it has the other side too, she plans to depict her wishes through Asha and her 

husband.  

Jammu and her mother desires to start real estate business in St.Louis for that they 

were searching lands for it. Though they have more money they do not want to spend 

everything at the same time. Jammu’s criminal mind provokes her to involve in such kinds of 

act. She plans to merge the city and the county and Franzen has depicted the city St. Jude as 

one of the characters. Because the city plays a vital role in the novel. 
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Jammu comes to St.Louis with some of her well wishers and friends like Peter B. 

Clancy, Karam Bandhari, Balwan Singh and so on. Singh is sent by Jammu’s mother in order 

to spy over the Sidney Hammaker and to take care of the Singh is an old friend and ex 

boyfriend of Jammu, Marxist, who was attracted towards the revolution because of the 

continental stylishness. Jammu suspects him to be a Sikh because of his because of his 

disfiguring beard and the patriotism he shows towards his country. She sends him to assist 

her in this process.  

Jammu puts him in charge of spying Martin Probst. Martin Probst is a building 

contractor whose company had built the Gateway Arch. Jammu aims on the big shots of St. 

Jude, He is the Chairman of Municipal Growth Inc., which was benevolent organization 

consists St. Louis’ chief executives from the major financial institutions and corporations. All 

these arrangements are made to study the Municipal Growth, “If Jammu wanted to alter the 

power structure of metropolitan St. Louis, she had to contend with Municipal Growth” (20). 

 Martin Probst lives in Webster Groves with his gorgeous wife Barbara and their 

dazzling daughter Luisa. Though Probst shows love and affection towards his family Barbara 

fails to do that. She has some relationships with other men too and does not take care of her 

family. Louisa enjoys her life with her friends, Midnight parties which are strictly restricted 

by Probst. But she does not mind his words. Jammu plays the role of Villain and makes 

arrangements to shatter the family. She makes Karam to have an affair with Barbara and 

makes Singh to seduce the young girl Louisa. She plans only then she could get attention 

from Probst. She got success through her plans at the same time this is her flaw which is 

going to deviate her from her aims. 

  One Monday morning Clarence Davis and his brother-in-Law RC White are with 

‘That Double Eagle’ a day before Haloween he was requested to perform the unperfomable 
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by a dark skinned foreign VIP. It is a gray, sultry morning in St.Louis.   Suddenly there is 

huge noise in the ground, a car got blasted and the orange and black smoke could be seen.  

The impact was catastrophic(72).    

The ground shook the car shook the building hammered in his skull. He 

panicked I reverse before he hit the brake. A painful deafness was fading. He 

heard glass and mental, large frangments, crashing into cars. The far corner of 

the lot was an inferno of black smoke and orange flame(73). 

RC ran to the VIP to save him and fortunately, the VIP does not get hurt. At that time 

he sees Jammu there. RC being a war veteran suspects her presence there and enquires about 

it. But Jammu says that she came to park the car enquire about the VIP whether he is hurt or 

not. Being a Chief she humbly bends towards the man to check if he is hurt or not. Seeing 

this RC could not suspect her, and her appearance he thinks, “What a small woman she was. 

Smaller than she ever looked in Pictures”(73). 

To the readers surprise Jammu is the one who arranges this bomb blast just to reduce 

the rate of the land and to create fear in the people’s mind. Jammu denotes the bomb with the 

help of Jim Hutchinson, general manager of KSLX to extend her real estate business in 

St.Luois. She says to Karam,  

You know real estate speculation is a Formalism, Karam. Essentially a 

historical. Once it gets going-once we set it in motion-it works by itself and 

drags politics and economics along after it. Terror works the same way. We 

want Hutchinson in the State. We want to strip his world of two of its 

dimensions, develop a situation that overcomes all the repressions that make 

him think in what the world calls a normal way. (76) 

 However she thinks that she makes every move with careful and with concern her 

plans got shattered by a terrorist attack. This creates the great fall in both the political and 
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economical level. After this terrorist attacks the merger fails because of the voters’ lethargy 

Jammu faces the main hinder in her campaign. In the meantime Jammu develops a 

relationship with Martin Probst. By this time she longs for a companion in life and recognizes 

the meaning of life. Unfortunately, Probst got killed in a car accident and Jammu is broken to 

the core. Jammu’s mother makes Singh to save Jammu from depression but she avoids. At 

one even her mother makes a statement that, “no one is as greedy as you are”.   

 Franzen ends the crime with the suicide of Jammu. Out of depression, betrayal, she 

shots herself with a gun. Franzen makes a statement, “Chief Jammu is sleeping-children 

sleep-sweet, innocent sleep” (509). Frannzen concludes this novel as a black comedy with the 

rise and fall in Jammu’s political conspiracy. At the end of the novel Jammu suffers from 

mental agony and feels that her existence is pointless. The death of Jammu and Probst is the 

dark content, because Jammu’s death unexpected as she is the protagonist of this novel. 

However St. Louis faced the terrorist attack it has been saved from the hands of Jammu. Even 

though Jammu is gifted with good administrative power her greediness overwhelms her 

character to change into an arrogant one. Hence this novel elucidates for Black Comedy. 
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